Let L be an integral lattice in the Euclidean space R n and W an irreducible representation of the orthogonal group of R n . We give an implemented algorithm computing the dimension of the subspace of invariants in W under the isometry group O(L) of L. A key step is the determination of the number of elements in O(L) having any given characteristic polynomial, a datum that we call the characteristic masses of L. As an application, we determine the characteristic masses of all the Niemeier lattices, and more generally of any even lattice of determinant ≤ 2 in dimension n ≤ 25.
Introduction

A motivation: dimension of spaces of level 1 automorphic forms for O n
Let n be an integer ≡ 0 mod 8 and let L n be the set of all even unimodular lattices in the standard Euclidean space R n . A standard example of an element of L n is the lattice E n = D n + Z 1 2 (1, 1, . . . , 1), where D n denotes the subgroup of elements (x i ) in Z n with i x i ≡ 0 mod 2. The orthogonal group O(R n ) naturally acts on L n , with finitely many orbits, and we set
Representatives of this set X n have been determined so far for n ≤ 24 only: we have X 8 = {E 8 } (Mordell), X 16 = {E 8 ⊕ E 8 , E 16 } (Witt) and |X 24 | = 24 (Niemeier) : see [Kne57, Ni73, Ven80, CS99] . The elements of L 24 , to which we shall refer as the Niemeier lattices, will play a major role in this paper.
Similarly, for n ≡ ±1 mod 8 we define L n as the set of all even lattices with covolume √ 2 in R n , as well as X n by the same Formula (1.1). In this case, representatives of X n are known up to n = 121, this last (and most complicated) case being due to Borcherds [Bor00] , and we have |X 1 | = |X 7 | = |X 9 | = 1, |X 15 | = 2, |X 17 | = 4, |X 23 | = 32 and |X 25 | = 121.
For any n ≡ −1, 0, 1 mod 8, and any complex, finite dimensional, continuous, linear representation W of O(R n ), we consider the complex vector space of W -valued O(R n )-equivariant functions on L n :
This space has a natural interpretation as a space of level 1 and weight W automorphic forms for the orthogonal group scheme O n of any element of L n . In particular, it has a very interesting action of the Hecke ring of O n (see e.g. [CL19, Sect. 4]), which is a first indication of our interest in it.
If L is a lattice in the Euclidean space R n , we denote by O(L) = {g ∈ O(R n ) | gL = L} its (finite) isometry group. If W is a representation of O(R n ), we denote by W Γ = {w ∈ W | γw = w, ∀γ ∈ Γ} ⊂ W the subspace of invariants of the subgroup Γ of O(R n ). Fix representatives L 1 , . . . , L h of the classes in X n . Then the map f → (f (L i )) induces a C-linear isomorphism
It follows that M W (O n ) is finite dimensional. Our main aim in this work, which is of computational flavor, is to explain how to compute dim M W (O n ) for all n ≤ 25 and W arbitrary. The special cases n = 7, 8, 9 and n = 16, more precisely their SO-variants 1 , had been respectively previously considered in [CR12, Ch. 2] and in [CL19, Ch. IX Prop. 5.13]. In a different direction, see Appendix B for an asymptotic formula for dim M W (O n ) (for any n).
Our main motivation for these computations is the relation between the spaces M W (O n ) and geometric ℓ-adic representations of Gal(Q/Q) of Artin conductor 1 (or pure motives over Q with good reduction everywhere) which follows from the general yoga and point of views of Langlands and Arthur on automorphic representations. This circle of ideas has been studied in great details in the recent works [CL19, CR12] , and pursued in [Tai17, CT19a] , to which we refer to for further explanations. As a start, the reader may consult the preface of [CL19] . Let us simply say here that in a forthcoming work of Taïbi and the author, we shall use the results of the present paper as an ingredient to extend to higher dimensions d, hopefully up to d = 24, the counting of level 1, algebraic, essentially selfdual cuspidal automorphic representations of GL d over Q started in the aforementioned works. One alternative motivating goal of these works is to obtain new information on the size of X 31 and X 32 (see e.g. [CL19, Thm. IX.6.1] for a direct proof of the equality |X 24 | = 24 not relying on any lattice computation).
Dimension of invariants and characteristic masses
Consider now an arbitrary integral lattice L in the standard Euclidean space R n of arbitrary dimension n, and a finite dimensional representation W of O(R n ). Motivated by the previous paragraph, we are interested in algorithms to determine the dimension of the subspace W O(L) ⊂ W of O(L)-invariants in W . Of course, our requirement will be that these algorithms be efficient for the even lattices of determinant ≤ 2, as in §1.1.
Obviously, we may and do assume that W is irreducible. It will be convenient to parameterize the isomorphism classes of irreducible complex representations of O(R n ), following Weyl's original approach [Weyl46] , by the n-permissible 2 (integer) partitions: see Appendix A for a brief reminder of this parameterization and its relation with the highest weight theory for SO(R n ). This parameterization not only allows to deal with the two connected components of O(R n ) in a very concise way, but it is also especially relevant for the character formulas we shall use.
We denote by W λ an irreducible representation of O(R n ) associated with the n-permissible partition λ = (λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n ≥ 0). The element −id n acts on W λ by the sign (−1) |λ| , with |λ| = i λ i , so W where:
(i) Car n ⊂ Z[t] denotes the (finite) subset of polynomials of degree n which are products of cyclotomic polynomials. This subset is 3 also the set of characteristic polynomials of the elements of O(R n ) preserving some lattice in R n . Using the irreducibility of cyclotomic polynomials in Q[t], it is straightforward to enumerate the elements of Car n for small n with the help of a computer: see Table 1 for the cardinality of Car n for n ≤ 27 (sequence A120963 on [OEIS] (ii) For any finite subset S ⊂ O(R n ), and any P in R[t], we denote by m S (P ) the number of elements g in S with det(t id n − g) = P , divided by |S|. This is an element of Q ≥0 that we call the mass of P in S. By definition, we have P ∈R [t] m S (P ) = 1.
(iii) For P in R[t] a monic polynomial of degree n whose complex roots are on the unit circle (e.g. P ∈ Car n ), we denote by c P ⊂ O(R n ) the unique conjugacy class whose characteristic polynomial is P .
We now discuss the problem of evaluating Formula (1.4). The main unknown, which contains all the required information about L and which does not depend on λ, is of course the collection of masses m O(L) (P ) for P in Car n . This collection will be called the characteristic masses of L, or sometimes simply 4 the masses of L, and we will go back to it later. We rather discuss first the question of evaluating, given an arbitrary polynomial P as in (iii), the quantity Trace( c P ; W λ ). This question does not depend on L.
Evaluation of Trace( c P ; W λ ). We will use for this the "determinantal" character formula for W λ proved by Weyl in [Weyl46, Chap. VII §9]. This formula applies to arbitrary elements of O(R n ), possibly of determinant −1. We found it useful to actually use the following alternative expression proved by Koike and Terada in [KT87] in the spirit of the famous Jacobi-Trudi formula for the Schur polynomials in terms of elementary symmetric polynomials (see Appendix A). Write t n P (1/t) = i∈Z (−1) i e i t i (so e i = 0 for i < 0 or i > n). Denote by µ 1 ≥ µ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ µ m with m = λ 1 the partition which is dual to λ, and set δ 1 = 0 and δ j = 1 for j > 1. Then we have the equality
This formula is clearly efficient when m = λ 1 is small, which suits well for instance the application to |X 32 | mentioned in §1.1, as it requires all λ's with λ 1 ≤ 4 for n = 24. Let us note that in this range, the use of the crude degenerate Weyl character formula as in [CR12, §2] would be impracticable as the Weyl group of SO(R 24 ) is much too big. Actually, the whole tables of invariants obtained in [CR12, §2] for the subgroup of determinant 1 elements in the Weyl groups of type E 7 , E 8 and E 8 A 1 (with respectively n = 7, 8, 9) can be recomputed essentially instantly using rather Formula (1.5).
Determination of the characteristic masses of L. This is the remaining and most important 5 unknown. In dimension n as large as 24, it is impossible in general to enumerate the elements of O(L) with a computer, hence to naively list their characteristic polynomials. For instance when L is a Niemeier lattice then the size of O(L) is always at least 10 14 , and it is about 10 30 for L = E 24 . However, those groups have of course much fewer conjugacy classes. Write
the set of conjugacy classes of O(L). Assuming that we know representatives of the c i (L), as well as each |c i (L)|, then the enumeration of the characteristic 4 Beware not to confuse the masses of L in this sense with the mass of the genus of L, which traditionally appears in the study of the Minkowski-Siegel-Smith mass formula.
5 It is equivalent to determine the finitely many m O(L) (P ) for all P in Car n , and the dim W O(L) λ for all λ, as the Car n × Λ-matrix (Trace( c P ; W λ )) P,λ has rank |Car n | for general reasons. polynomials of O(L) may become straightforward. Of course, if we do not know representatives of c i (L), but still the trace of the latter in R n as well as the power maps on the c i (L), this may similarly allow to determine the characteristic masses of L. Example 1.3. (Leech lattice) Consider for instance the case where L = Leech is "the" Leech lattice in R 24 . The group O(Leech) is the Conway group Co 0 , also denoted 2 . Co 1 in the ATLAS p. 180. The character of its natural representation on R 24 is the character χ 102 in the table loc. cit. This character, as well as Newton's relations and the power maps of the ATLAS (implemented in GAP), allow to compute the characteristic polynomial of each conjugacy class in O(Leech), hence the characteristic masses of Leech: they are gathered in Table C (see p. 10 below for the notations). Note that despite the huge order ≃ 8 · 10 18 of O(Leech), this group only has 167 conjugacy classes, and 160 distinct characteristic polynomials. This is actually the minimum for a Niemeier lattice, and makes the table above printable. An interesting consequence of this computation is the observation
This asserts the existence of a line of O(Leech)-equivariant alternating gmultilinear form Leech g → Z for each g in {8, 12, 16, 24}. We refer to [CT19b] for a study of these forms and of the weight 13 pluriharmonic Siegel theta series for Sp 2g (Z) that they allow to construct. The results of this paper suggest several other intriguing constructions to study in the same spirit, for instance whenever a 1 appears as a dimension for M W λ (O 24 ) in Table C (the case discussed here corresponding to λ = ∅, 1 8 and 1 12 ).
Algorithms for computing characteristic masses
Let us give now a first algorithm, called Algorithm A in the sequel, which takes as input the Gram matrix G of some Z-basis of L and returns for each conjugacy class c i (L) some representative and its cardinality |c i (L)|, hence in particular the characteristic masses of L. The idea, certainly classical in computational group theory, is to: A3. Apply permutation groups algorithms implemented in GAP (such as [Hul00] ) to deduce cardinality and representatives of the conjugacy classes of O(L).
A canonical choice of S is the following: for any lattice L set (inductively)
is the subset of elements of L with minimal nonzero length, and where L ′ is the orthogonal of M(L) in L. The choice S = S(L) has proved efficient enough for us in practice. We will say more about a PARI/GP implementation of the whole algorithm later, when discussing an improvement of it: see §4.3.
Algorithm A is very efficient in small dimension. For instance, when L is a root lattice of type E 6 , E 7 or E 8 , it returns the characteristic masses of L in a few seconds only. 6 It turns out that it is still terminates for most of the even lattices of determinant ≤ 2 and dimension ≤ 25, with running time varying from a few minutes to a few days in dimensions 23, 24 and 25 when terminates. For instance, in the case L = Leech it allows to re-compute Table  C from scratch, without relying at all on the ATLAS: it requires about 3 minutes for step A1, nothing for A2, and 42 minutes for A3. On the other hand, it does not terminate for instance on our computer for lattices L in L 25 with root system 7 A 1 D 4 2D 6 D 8 or A 1 D 6 D 8 D 10 (memory issue). Algorithm A is typically very slow (and memory consuming) if either L has too many vectors v of length v · v = G i,i for some i = 1, . . . , n, because of step A1, or if O(L) has too many conjugacy classes, because of step A3. It is also quite sensitive to the choice of Gram matrix G of L in step A1.
In §4, we will explain a significant improvement of Algorithm A when L has a non trivial root system. The basic idea of this Algorithm B is to first write
where R is the root system of L, W(R) its Weyl group, ρ a Weyl vector of R and O(L) ρ the stabilizer of ρ in O(L). As we shall see, we may actually reduce the computation of the characteristic masses of L to that of representatives γ j , and sizes, of the conjugacy classes of the smaller group O(L) ρ , an information which can be obtained by replacing O(L) with O(L) ρ in steps A1 and A3 of Algorithm A. There are two ingredients for this reduction. The first is the determination, for each rank r irreducible root system R ′ of type ADE, of the map m S : Car r → Q, where S is any coset of W(R ′ ) in the full isometry 6 All the computations in this paper have been made on a processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v4 @ 2.20GHz with 65 GB of memory. Nevertheless, all the computations involving either Algorithm B, or Algorithm A in small dimension, are equally efficient on our personal computer (processor 1,8 GHz Intel Core i5 with 8 GB of memory).
7 For n ≤ 25, it follows from the classification of X n recalled in §1.1 that two lattices in L n are isometric if, and only if, they have isomorphic root systems.
group O(R ′ ) of the root system R ′ : see §3 for this step (which does not depend on L). The second is the determination, for each j, of the conjugacy class of γ j viewed as an element of the automorphism group of the Dynkin diagram of R. See §4 for a detailed discussion of Algorithm B and of its implementation.
Remark 1.5. (Generalizations) In this paper, we use a restricted notion of root which suits well our applications to the lattices in L n . A minor modification of Algorithm B allows to consider the most general roots, namely the elements α of a lattice L such that the orthogonal symmetry about α preserves L. In a different direction, it would be useful to extend the algorithms above to the context of hermitian or quaternionic positive definite lattices, possibly over totally real number fields, using the theory of complex or quaternionic reflection groups (see e.g. [Coh76, Coh80] ). That should help extending to higher ranks and weights the computations of dimension spaces of automorphic forms for definite unitary groups (hermitian or quaternionic) started in the literature (e.g. in [LP02, Loe10, Dum13, Dem14, GV14]).
Main results
Using Algorithm B, it only takes a few seconds to the computer to compute all the characteristic masses of each Niemeier lattices with roots, except in the case (trivial anyway) of D 24 for which the Plesken-Souvignier algorithm needs about 2 minutes. It is equally efficient in any dimension ≤ 25: the characteristic masses are computed in a few seconds, except for ten lattices (in dimension 23 or 25) for which it requires less than 5 minutes, and for the lattice A 1 ⊕ Leech in L 25 (about 35 minutes). We refer to the homepage [Che19] for the gram matrices we used in our computations. Our main result is then the following.
Theorem. (i) Assume n ≤ 25. The characteristic masses of all L ∈ L n are those given 8 in [Che19] .
(ii) The nonzero values of dim M λ (O 24 ) for λ 1 ≤ 3 are given in Table C . for a partition λ means that the diagram of λ has exactly m i rows of size n i for i = 1, . . . , r, and no other row. Set d λ = dim M W λ (O 24 ) and denote by ass(λ) the associate of λ (see §A). The column dim gives the integer d λ in the case λ = ass(λ), and the two integers d λ : d ass(λ) otherwise. See [Che19] for more extensive tables, including for instance all λ with λ 1 = 4 and arbitray n ≤ 25.
and Q(−1)Q(1) = 0. Assuming furthermore n ≡ −1, 0, 1 mod 8 and L ∈ L n then Proposition 3.7 in [CT19a] shows 9 that for a = 0 (resp. b = 0) the integer Q(1) (resp. Q(−1)) is a square. This constraint is in agreement with our computations.
A direct computation in the case of Niemeier lattices
In section 5, we will explain an alternative (and human) computation of the characteristic masses of Niemeier lattices. By the results of §3, we are left to determine, for each Niemeier lattice L with non-empty root system R, the G(R)-conjugacy classes of the elements of the subgroup O(L)/W(R) of G(R), where G(R) is the automorphism group of the Dynkin diagram of R. We do so using a tedious case by case analysis. We found it useful to gather first in section 2 some elementary results about the hyperoctahedral group H n = {±1} n ⋊ S n . This group is both a typical direct summand of the G(R) above, and closely related to the Weyl groups of type D n studied in §3.2. In particular, we introduce and characterize directly in §2.5 and §2.7 a few specific subgroups of H n that will play a role in the analysis of Niemeier lattices in section 5. Although more interesting (at least to us) from a mathematical point of view, it will be eventually clear that this nonautomatized method is too complicated to be used systematically: it would even require some work to attack the dimensions 23 and 25 along the same lines. Nevertheless, it provides an important check that the masses returned by the implementation of our algorithms are correct. 
General notations and conventions
In this paper, all group actions will be on the left. We denote by |X| the cardinality of the set X. For n ≥ 1 an integer, we denote by S n the symmetric group on {1, . . . , n}, by Alt n ⊂ S n the alternating subgroup, and we set Z/n := Z/nZ.
If V is an Euclidean space, we usually denote by x · y its inner product, with associated quadratic form q : V → R defined by q(x) = x·x 2 . A lattice in V is a subgroup generated by a basis of V , or equivalently, a discrete subgroup L with finite covolume, denoted covol L.
If L is a lattice in the Euclidean space V , its dual lattice is the lattice
We say that L is integral (resp. even) if we have L ⊂ L ♯ (resp. q(L) ⊂ Z). An even lattice is integral. If L is integral, we have (covol L) 2 = |L ♯ /L|. This integer is also the determinant det L of the Gram matrix Gram(e) = (e i · e j ) 1≤i,j≤n of any Z-basis e = (e 1 , . . . , e n ) of L. The orthogonal group of L is the finite group
In the tables of Appendix C, we use the notation 1 a 1 2 a 2 . . . m am for the polynomial ϕ a 1 1 ϕ a 2 2 · · · ϕ am m , where ϕ n is the n-th cyclotomic polynomial and where the symbol "i a " is omitted for a = 0, and shorten as "i" for a = 1.
2. Preliminaries on the hyperoctahedral groups 2.1. The hyperoctahedral group Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. The symmetric group S n on the set {1, . . . , n} acts on the elementary abelian 2-group {±1} n by permuting coordinates. The hyperoctahedral group on n letters is defined as the semi-direct product
Equivalently, H n is the wreath product {±1} ≀ S n . It is isomorphic to several familiar groups: the Weyl group of a root system of type B n or C n , the subgroup of monomial matrices in GL n (Z), the orthogonal group of the standard unimodular lattice I n , the subgroup of the symmetric group on {±1, ±2, . . . , ±n} of permutations σ with σ(−i) = −σ(i) for all i, etc...
In this paper, we will encounter H n first when discussing O(D n ) and again when studying automorphism groups of isotypic root systems. Certain subgroups of the hyperoctahedral groups will play a role in the study of Niemeier lattices. Here is an example of an interesting subgroup that will occur in the case n = 4. We denote by π : H n → S n the canonical projection. 
defines an embedding ι : GL 2 (Z/3) −→ H 4 (a different choice leading to an H 4 -conjugate embedding). We have ι(−Id 2 ) = −1; the morphism π • ι has kernel ±Id 2 and induces "the" exceptional isomor-
We end this paragraph with a few notations and remarks about the basic structure of H n . We denote by ε i the element of {±1} n whose j th -component is 1 for j = i and −1 for j = i. The center of H n is generated by the element −1 = n i=1 ε i . The signature ǫ : S n → {±1}, composed with the natural projection π : H n → S n , defines a morphism H n → {±1} that we will still denote by ǫ. Another important morphism s : H n → {±1} is defined by
The product character ǫ s coincides with the determinant when we view H n as a the subgroup of monomial matrices in GL n (Z).
Conjugacy classes of H n
Let Σ be a nonempty subset of {1, . . . , n}. A cycle in H n with support Σ is an element of the form h = vc, where c ∈ S n permutes transitively the elements of Σ and fixes its complement, and where v = (v i ) ∈ {±1} n satisfies v i = 1 for i / ∈ Σ. Such a cycle has a length l(h) defined as |Σ|, and a sign s(h) (an element in {±1}). This sign is also the i-th coordinate of h l(h) for any i in Σ, and l(h) is the order of c. One easily checks that two cycles are conjugate in H n if, and only if, they have the same length and the same sign.
Just as for S n , any element h of H n may be written as a product of cycles h i with disjoint supports, this decomposition being unique up to permutation of those cycles. The sum of the lengths of the cycles h i with s(h i ) = 1 (resp. s(h i ) = −1) is an integer denoted n + (h) (resp n − (h)); the collection of the length l(h i ) of those h i defines a integer partition of n + (h) (resp. n − (h)) that we denote by p + (h) (resp. p − (h)). We have n + (h) + n − (h) = n. The type of h is defined as the couple of integer partitions (p + (h), p − (h)). Two elements of H n are conjugate if, and only if, they have the same type.
In the sequel, we will have to determine the type of all the elements of certain specific subgroups G ⊂ H n . For instance, when G is the group ι(GL 2 (Z/3)) of Example 2.2, this information is given in Table 2 , the row size giving the number of elements of the corresponding type divided by |G|: In this table, and in others that we will give later, we use standard notations for partitions, and print p + in black and p − in cyan. So the sequence of
is the partition of i a i in a 1 times 1, a 2 times 2, and so on, and p − is the partition of i b i in b 1 times 1, b 2 times 2, and so on. The symbol "i m " (resp. "i m ") is omitted for m = 0, and replaced by "i " (resp. "i ") for m = 1.
Remark 2.4. Table 2 is easily deduced from the conjugacy classes of GL 2 (Z/3). To fix ideas, define the embedding ι in Example 2.2 by choosing v 1 , v 2 , v 3 and v 4 to be respectively 0 1 , 1 0 , 1 1 and 1 −1 . Then the images under ι of the elements ±I 2 , 1 0
of GL 2 (Z/3) are respectively ± 1, ε 1 (34), ε 2 (12) ε 4 (34), ± ε 1 ε 4 (134) and ± ε 2 (1342).
Digression: subgroups of certain wreath products
Let G be a group, X a set equipped with a transitive action of G, and A an abelian group. The group G acts in a natural way on the abelian group A X of all functions X → A, so we can form the semi-direct product H := A X ⋊ G.
We denote by π : H → G the canonical projection, with kernel ker π = A X . We have a "diagonal" map δ : A → A X , defined by δ(a)(x) = a for all a in A and x in X. This map δ is an embedding of G-modules if we view the source A as a trivial G-module: the image of δ is a central subgroup of H. Our aim in this paragraph is to study:
The group H acts both on C and G by conjugation. We start with two simple observations: -For any group morphism χ :
Two elements of G which are H-conjugate are also A X -conjugate, hence define the same class in H 2 (G, A).
We fix some x ∈ X and denote by G x ⊂ G the isotropy group of x. For each integer m ≥ 0, we denote by r m : H m (G, A) −→ H m (G x , A) the usual restriction map on the cohomology groups of the trivial G-module A. (ii) If r 1 is surjective then any subgroup C ∈ C is conjugate to G χ for some χ ∈ Hom(G, A).
(iii) If r 1 is surjective then the map c 2 : H\G → H 2 (G, A) is injective, and its image is the subgroup ker r 2 of extensions which split over G x .
Proof. We shall use twice the following classical facts. Let Γ be a group acting on an abelian group V and denote by π : V ⋊ Γ → Γ the natural projection. Let K be the set subgroups K ⊂ V ⋊ Γ with π(K) = Γ and ker π ∩ V = 1. Any K ∈ K has the form {s(γ) γ, γ ∈ Γ} for a unique
is bijective; two elements K, K ′ in K are conjugate by an element of V if, and only if, s K and s K ′ have the same class in H 1 (Γ, V ). Last but not least, note that K, K ′ in K are conjugate by an element of V if, and only if, they are conjugate in V ⋊ Γ: if we have K ′ = gKg −1 with g ∈ V ⋊ Γ, we may write g = vk with v ∈ V and k ∈ K, and we have K ′ = vKv −1 .
We apply this first to Γ = G and V = A X . The map Hom(G,
. It follows that the composition of the maps
coincides with the map r m . For m = 1, this proves assertions (i) and (ii).
Let us prove assertion (iii). Let Q be the cokernel of δ. By applying the first paragraph above to Γ = G and V = Q, we obtain a natural bijection c 1 : H\G
The long exact sequence of cohomology groups associated to 0 → A δ → A X → Q → 0 contains a piece of the form
By the second paragraph, the kernel of η is isomorphic to the cokernel of r 1 , and the image of η is the kernel of r 2 . As it is straightforward to check from the definition of c 2 that we have η • c 1 = c 2 , this concludes the proof of assertion (iii).
Applications to H n
The group H n is of course the special case of the construction of §2.5 with G = S n , X = {1, . . . , n} and A = {±1} (multiplicative group). The signature ǫ gives rise to the subgroup S ǫ n of H n whose elements have the form ǫ(σ)σ, σ ∈ S n . For any transposition τ in S n we have n − (ǫ(τ )τ ) = n − 2, whereas n − (σ) = 0 for all σ in S n : this shows that S ǫ n is not conjugate to S n in H n for n > 2 (a fact which also follows from assertion (i) below).
Proposition 2.8. (i) Let G be a subgroup of H n of order n! with π(G) = S n . Then G is either conjugate to S n or to S ǫ n . Moreover, S n and S ǫ n are conjugate in H n if, and only if, we have n ≤ 2.
(ii) Let G be a subgroup of H n of order 2n! with π(G) = S n . Then −1 is in G and exactly one of the following properties holds:
Proof. Note first that in case (ii), {±1} n ∩G is a normal subgroup of order 2 of G, hence it is central and generated by −1 by the assumption π(G) = S n . The stabilizer of n in S n is naturally identified with S n−1 , with the convention
is clearly surjective, and bijective for n = 2. Moreover, we know form Schur that the restriction map r 2 :
is surjective as well for all n > 1, and that the dimension of the Z/2-vector space H 2 (S n , {±1}) is 2 for n ≥ 4, 1 for n = 3 and 2, and 0 for n = 1 [Sch1911]. The kernel of r 2 is thus 0 for n = 2, 4, isomorphic to Z/2 otherwise. We conclude by Proposition 2.6 and Example 2.2.
Remark 2.9. The natural map H i (Alt 4 , Z/2) → H i (Alt 3 , Z/2) is 0 → 0 for i = 1 and Z/2 → 0 for i = 2. By Proposition 2.6 (iii), there is thus a unique conjugacy class of nonsplit central extensions of Alt 4 by {±1} in H 4 (or in {±1} 4 ⋊ Alt 4 ). As Alt 4 does not embed in GL 2 (Z/3), one such extension is the inverse image of Alt 4 in the extension described in Example 2.2.
We now give another example. As is well-known, the group S 5 has a unique isomorphism class of transitive actions on the set {1, . . . , 6}, obtained from the conjugation action on its 6 subgroups of order 5. We fix such an action and consider the associated semi-direct product {±1} 6 ⋊ S 5 , as in §2.5. We have a defined loc. cit. a set G of subgroups of {±1} 6 ⋊ S 5 which are central extensions of S 5 by {±1}.
Proposition 2.10. The set G is the disjoint union of two conjugacy classes: the one of the split extension {±1}·S 5 , and another one consisting of nonsplit extensions which are split over the alternating subgroup Alt 5 of S 5 .
Proof. Let N ⊂ S 5 be the normalizer of the subgroup S = (12345) . Then N is the semi-direct product of (2354) ≃ Z/4 by S ≃ Z/5, so we have H i (N, Z/2) ≃ Z/2 for each i ≥ 0 and the restriction map H 1 (S 5 , Z/2) −→ H 1 (N, Z/2) is an isomorphism. We observe from the presentation given by Schur of the two Schur-covers of S 5 that they are non split over the subgroups of S 5 containing a double transposition, such as N or Alt 5 . This implies that the kernel of the restriction map H 2 (S 5 , Z/2) −→ H 2 (N, Z/2) is generated by the remaining nonzero class in H 2 (S 5 , Z/2), namely the one which splits over Alt 5 (recall H 2 (Alt 5 , Z/2) ≃ Z/2), and we conclude by Proposition 2.6.
A homomorphism S 5 → S 6 as above can alternatively be constructed from the natural action of PGL 2 (Z/5) ≃ S 5 on the projective line P 1 (Z/5). The action of GL 2 (Z/5) on the 12-elements set ((Z/5) 2 − {0})/{±1} permutes the 6 disjoint pairs of the form {v, 2v}, which defines a natural conjugacy class of embeddings
The group ι(GL 2 (Z/5)/{±I 2 }) belongs to the second class of Proposition 2.10 (recall PSL 2 (Z/5) ≃ Alt 5 ). The map ι is explicit enough to allow the computation of the conjugacy classes of the elements of ι(GL 2 (Z/5)/{±I 2 }) viewed as a subgroup of H 6 ⊃ {±1} 6 ⋊ S 5 : they are gathered in Table 3 . 
Characteristic masses of root lattices
Root systems and root lattices
Let V be an Euclidean space. By a root of V we mean an element α ∈ V with α · α = 2; we denote by R(V ) the set of roots of V (a sphere). For each
generating V as a real vector space, and such that for all α, β ∈ R we have α · β ∈ Z and s α (β) ∈ R. In particular, R is a root system in the sense of Bourbaki [Bou81b] , and each irreducible component of R is of type A n with n ≥ 1, D n with n ≥ 4, or E n with n = 6, 7, 8. The root lattice of R is the lattice Q(R) def = α∈R Z α ⊂ V generated by R. This is an even lattice, and we have the important equality
If L ⊂ V is any integral lattice, we denote by R(L) = L ∩ R(V ) the set of roots of L. It follows at once from the definitions that R(L) is an ADE root system in the Euclidean subspace U of V generated by R(L). We say that L is a root lattice if R(L) generates L as an abelian group, i.e. if we have L = Q(R(L)) (hence U = V ). By definitions and (3.1), the map R → Q(R) is a bijection between the set of ADE root systems of V and the set of root lattices of V , whose inverse is L → R(L).
We shall always use a bold font to denote an isomorphism class of root systems, and reserve the normal font for a root lattice with the corresponding root system. For instance, if for n ≥ 2 we set D n = {(x i ) ∈ Z n , i x i ≡ 0 mod 2} as in the introduction, then R(D n ) is a root system of type D n in the standard Euclidean space R n . We have also defined loc. cit. the lattice E n for n ≡ 0 mod 8. It is easy to check R(E n ) = R(D n ) for n > 8 and that R(E 8 ) is of type E 8 . We choose in an arbitrary way root lattices A n for n ≥ 1, as well as E 6 and E 7 , whose root systems are of type A n , E 6 and E 7 . 
Characteristic masses of irreducible root lattices
In this paragraph, we let R ⊂ V be an ADE root system and L = Q(R). Set n = dim V . Our aim is to determine the characteristic masses of O(L) and, more generally, the map m S : Car n → Q ≥0 where S is any subset of the form σW(L) with σ ∈ O(L) (see §1.2 (ii) for the definition of m S ). We assume first R irreducible, and argue case by case.
We may assume that V is the hyperplane of sum 0 vectors in R n+1 and R = {±(ǫ i −ǫ j ), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n+ 1}, where ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ n+1 denotes the canonical basis of R n+1 , and L = A n . The group W(A n ) may be identified with the symmetric group S n+1 , acting on V by permuting coordinates.
Let S denote the set of integer sequences m = (m i ) i≥1 with m i ≥ 0 for each i, and m i = 0 for i big enough. Let A n ⊂ S denote the subset of m such that i i m i = n + 1. For any m in A n , the elements of S n+1 whose cycle decomposition contains m i cycles of length i for each i form a single conjugacy class C m ⊂ S n+1 . We have furthermore |C m | = (n + 1)!/n m with
The characteristic polynomial of C m acting on V is
The following trivial lemma even shows that we have P m = P m ′ for m = m ′ .
Lemma 3.3. The polynomials t l − 1, with l ≥ 1, are Z-linearly independent in the multiplicative group of the field Q(t).
As a consequence, we obtain the: Corollary 3.4. For n ≥ 1, we have m W(An) (P m ) = 1/n m for m in A n , and m W(An) (P ) = 0 for all other P in Car n .
As is easily seen, the element −1 = −id V is in W(A n ) if and only if n = 1, and we have O(A n ) = W(A n ) ∪ −W(A n ) (this fits of course Formula (3.2)). The map m S for the coset S = −W(A n ) is deduced from m W(An) by the following trivial lemma:
We may assume V = R n , R = {±ǫ i ± ǫ j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} where ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ n denote again the canonical basis of V , and L = D n . The lattice D n is the largest even sublattice of the standard lattice
and thus O(I n ) is a subgroup of O(D n ). This group O(I n ) is nothing else than the hyperoctahedral group H n already introduced in §2.1: we have
where S n (resp. {±1} n ) act on R n by permuting coordinates (resp. sign changes). As is well-known, W(D n ) is the index 2 subgroup ker s of O(I n ) (recall s is defined by Formula (2.1)). By (3.2) we also have
The conjugacy classes of H n have been recalled in §2.3. Let D n ⊂ S × S be the subset of (m + , m − ) with i i (m + i + m − i ) = n. For any (m + , m − ) in D n the elements of H n whose cycle decomposition contains m + i (resp. m − i ) cycles of length i with sign +1 (resp. −1) for each i form a single conjugacy class C m + ,m − ⊂ H n . We easily check |C m + ,m − | = 2 n n!/n m + ,m − with
where we have set m − i/2 = 0 for i odd, and used for i ≥ 1 the relation (t i − 1)(t i + 1) = (t 2i − 1). In contrast with the A n case, we may thus have P m + ,m − = P n + ,n − for distinct (m + , m − ) and (n + , n − ) in D n . This leads us to introduce the subset
Lemma 3.3 shows that we have P m + ,m − = P n + ,n − for (m + , m − ) = (n + , n − ) in D ′ n . We reduce to D ′ n as follows. Consider the following map φ : D n → D n :
. It is clear that we have P φ(m + ,m − ) = P m + ,m − for all (m + , m − ) in D n , and that for each m = (m + , m − ) ∈ D n the sequence m, φ(m), φ 2 (m), . . . is eventually constant and equal to some element of D ′ n , that we denote by ψ(m).
the sum being over all the (n + , n − ) in D n with ψ(n + , n − ) = (m + , m − ) and (−1) |m − | = s(σ). We have m σW(Dn ) (P ) = 0 for all other P in Car n .
We have G(D 4 ) ≃ S 3 so it remains to determine m σW(D 4 ) for the 6 possible classes σW(D 4 ). A first general reduction is the following lemma: In particular, m σW(D 4 ) is already given by Lemma 3.6 whenever the image of σ in G(D 4 ) ≃ S 3 has order 1 or 2, and does not depend on σ if this image has order 3. There are many ways to determine m σW(D 4 ) in this latter case. One way is to consider first the set
and observe that we have α · x ∈ 2Z for all α ∈ R ′ and x ∈ D 4 . In particular,
The two roots α = √ 2ǫ 1 and β = 1 √ 2 (ǫ 1 + ǫ 2 + ǫ 3 + ǫ 4 ) are in 1 √ 2 R ′ with α · β = 1, and the order 3 element
does not belong to W(D 4 ). It is trivial to enumerate with a computer the 2 3 4! = 384 elements of σ 0 W(D 4 ) and to list their characteristic polynomials. We obtain:
Corollary 3.8. Let σ be an element of order 3 in G(D 4 ). The m σW(D 4 ) (P ) with P ∈ Car 4 are given by Table 12 9.
In fact, the reasoning above can be pushed a little further: it turns out that R ′′ = R R ′ is a root system of type F 4 in R 4 (not ADE of course) and that we have W(R ′′ ) = W(R), W( 1 
. Remark 3.9. Assume R is an irreducible root system. It follows from (3.2) that two elements of G(R) are conjugate if and only if they have the same order, which is always 1, 2 or 3. In particular, Lemma 3.7 shows that for σ in O(R) the map m σW(R) only depends on the order of σ in G(R).
(E) Cases R ≃ E n with n = 6, 7 and 8.
The aforementioned results of Carter also allow to deduce m W(En) for n = 6, 7 and 8 (using Tables 9, 10 and 11 loc. cit). Alternatively, and as a useful check, these masses can also be computed directly using a variant of the Algorithm A explained in §1.4. Indeed, choosing a positive system R + ⊂ R, we may view W(R) as the subgroup of O(V ) generated by the n reflections s α , with α a simple root in R + . As W(R) acts faithfully and transitively on R, it is also the subgroup of the permutation group of R generated by these n permutations s α , with |R| = 72 (case n = 6), |R| = 126 (case n = 7) or |R| = 240 (case n = 8). Applying GAP's ConjugacyClasses algorithm to this permutation group, we obtain representatives and cardinalities of the conjugacy classes of W(R), and it only remains to compute their characteristic polynomials. All in all, these computations only take a few seconds for the computer. Both methods lead to the: Corollary 3.10. For n = 6, 7 and 8, the m W(En) (P ) with P ∈ Car n are given by Tables 10, 11 and 12.
Note that for n = 7, 8 we have O(E n ) = W(E n ) (no non trivial diagram automorphism). For n = 6, we have O(E 6 ) = W(E 6 ) −W(E 6 ), but the map m −W(E 6 ) is deduced from m W(E 6 ) using Lemma 3.5.
The non irreducible case
Assume now R is a non necessarily irreducible ADE root system in V , set L = Q(R) and fix σ in O(R). Our aim is to give a formula for m σW(R) . Write R as the disjoint union of its irreducible components R = i∈I R i . We have
The element σ induces a permutation of the set {R i | i ∈ I} of irreducible components of R. We write σ = c 1 c 2 · · · c r the cycle decomposition of this permutation. For each j = 1, . . . , r, we choose an irreducible component S j of R in the support of c j , denote by s j = dim Q(S j ) the rank of S j and by l j the length of the cycle c j . For each j we have σ l j (S j ) = S j and we denote by τ j the restriction of σ l j to Q(S j ); so τ j is an element of O(S j ).
Proposition 3.12. In the setting above, we have for all P in Car n m σW(R) (P ) =
summing over all (P 1 , . . . , P r ) ∈ Car s 1 × · · ·× Car sr with r j=1 P j (t l j ) = P (t). The first ingredient in the proof is the following trivial lemma. 
the sum being over the (P 1 , P 2 ), with P i ∈ R[t] monic of degree dim V i , and with P 1 P 2 = P .
Proof. (of Proposition 3.12) Applying Lemma 3.13, we may and do assume r = 1, i.e. that σ permutes transitively the irreducible components of R. In this case, we simply write (S, s, l, τ ) instead of (S 1 , s 1 , l 1 , τ 1 ). We may also assume that we have I = {0, . . . , l − 1} and R i = σ i (S) for 0 ≤ i < l.
In particular, we have W(R) = 0≤i<l σ i W(S) σ −i . Choose a Z-basis e = (e 1 , . . . , e s ) of Q(S) and consider the following Z-basis of L: f = (e 1 , . . . , e s , σ(e 1 ), . . . , σ(e s ), . . . , σ l−1 (e 1 ), . . . , σ l−1 (e s )).
For all w = (σ i w i σ −i ) 0≤i<l in W(R), the matrix of σw in the basis f is
where W i is the matrix of w i ∈ W(S) in the basis e, and M is the matrix of τ = σ l in the basis e. By Lemma 3.14 below, it follows that the multiset of polynomials det(t − σw) (counted with their multiplicities) when w varies in W(R), coincides with that of polynomials det(t s −τ w l−1 w l−2 · · · w 0 ) when the l-tuple (w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w l−1 ) varies in W(S) l . As W(S) is a group, this multiset is also |W(S)| l−1 times the multiset of the det(t s − τ w) when w varies in W(S), and we are done.
Lemma 3.14. For any W 0 , W 1 , . . . , W l−1 and M in M s (C), the characteristic polynomial of the matrix (3.5) of size sl is det(t s − MW l−1 W l−2 · · · W 0 ).
Proof.
By continuity, we may assume W i ∈ GL s (C) for each i. Up to conjugating (3.5) by the diagonal matrix (1, W 0 , W 1 W 0 , . . . , W l−2 · · · W 1 W 0 ) we may assume W 0 = W 1 = · · · = W l−1 = id s . But in this case, the entries of (3.5) commute and we conclude by [Ing37] and the following well-known fact (applied to Q = t s − a): the characteristic polynomial of the companion matrix of a given monic polynomial Q is the polynomial Q itself. 
Precisions and an implementation
We now discuss more precisely the steps of Algorithm B, as well as some aspects of our implementation: see [Che19] for the source code and a documentation of the PARI/GP function masses_calc (requiring GAP) that we developped. Its input is a Gram matrix G of the lattice L, which is thus viewed as the lattice Z n equipped with the inner product defined by G.
B1. Apply the Fincke-Pohst algorithm [FP85] to G to compute R ⊂ Z n . In PARI's implementation, qfminim(G)[3] returns a set T ⊂ Z n with T ∪ −T = R consisting of all the elements of R lying in a certain half-space of R n : this is a positive system, and we simply choose R + = T .
B2. Let b be the Gram matrix of the Z-valued bilinear form (x, y) → 4(ρ · x)(ρ · y) in the canonical basis of Z n . Apply the Plesken-Souvignier algorithm [PS97] to the pair of matrices (G, b) . This is implemented in PARI/GP as qfauto([G,b])[2] (following Souvignier's C code). It returns a set G ′ ⊂ GL n (Z) of generators of the subgroup of O(L) whose elements g satisfy gρ = ±ρ. For each g ∈ G ′ , determine the sign ǫ g with gρ = ǫ g ρ. Define 13 G as the set of ǫ g g with g ∈ G ′ . Steps B7-B10 are theoretically straightforward. Nevertheless, the efficient implementation of these steps depends on the way the maps m S are represented: see the documentation in [Che19] for more about the (imperfect) way we proceed in gp. In the end, masses_calc(G) returns the vector [a, b, c, d] where: a is the vector of all [P, m] with P in Car n and m = m O(L) (P ) with m = 0, b is the isomorphism class of the root system R(L), c is the vector (c j ) j∈J where c j encodes both the cycle decomposition of γ j on Irr(R) and the integers d S for each S in Irr j , d is the vector (d j ) j∈J with d j = [P j , m j /M] and M = j∈J m j .
The characteristic masses of Niemeier Lattices with roots
The aim of this section is to explain a way to determine the characteristic masses of the Niemeier lattices with roots which does not use the computationally heavy steps B1 and B4 in Algorithm B, by rather determining directly the information of step B6 (and then using of course the elementary results of §3). We will use for this the case by case descriptions of these lattices given by Venkov [Ven80] or Conway and Sloane [CS99, Ch. 16], based on the classical connections between lattices and codes [CS99, Ebe02] , and study their automorphism groups in slightly more details than what we could find in the literature. To keep this section short, we assume some familiarity with Niemeier lattices and mostly follow the exposition in [CL19, Chap. 2.3] to which we refer for more details.
Linking modules, Venkov modules and even unimodular lattices
(a) A (quadratic) linking module 14 is a finite abelian group A equipped with a quadratic map q : A −→ Q/Z whose associated symmetric Z-bilinear map b(x, y) := q(x + y) − q(x) − q(y), A × A −→ Q/Z, is a perfect pairing. The isometry group of A is denoted O(A). If I ⊂ A is a subgroup, we denote by I ⊥ the orthogonal of I with respect to b. We say that I is isotropic if we have q(I) = 0 (this is usually stronger than I ⊂ I ⊥ ). We say that I is a Lagrangian if it is isotropic and if we have I = I ⊥ (or equivalently |A| = |I| 2 ).
(b) A Venkov module is a linking module A equipped with a (set theoretic) map qm : A → Q ≥0 such that for all a ∈ A we have qm(a) ≡ q(a) mod Z, qm(0) = 0 and qm(a) > 0 for a = 0. Venkov modules form an additive category Ven in an obvious way; in particular we have an obvious notion of orthogonal direct sum of such objects, denoted ⊕. A root of a Venkov module A is an element a ∈ A such that qm(a) = 1.
(c) Assume L is an even lattice in the Euclidean space V . Recall that we set q(x) = x·x 2 for x ∈ V . The finite abelian group L ♯ /L, equipped with the well-defined quadratic map (that we shall still denote by q) L ♯ /L −→ Q/Z, x + L → q(x) mod Z, is a linking module that we shall denote by res L (sometimes also called the discriminant group or glue group of L). This linking module has a canonical structure of Venkov module defined by qm(x) = inf y∈x+L q(y).
Let π : L ♯ → res L be the canonical projection. The map I → π −1 I is a bijection between the set of isotropic subspaces I of res L and the set of even lattices of V containing L. In this bijection, π −1 I is unimodular if, and only if, I is a Lagrangian. Moreover, we have R(π −1 I) = R(L) if, and only if, I does not contain any root of res L.
(d) We now focus on the case L = Q(R) with R an ADE root system in V . In this case Q(R) ♯ is called the weight lattice of R and we set res R = res L. The group O(R) naturally acts on res R, with W(R) acting trivially, so we have a morphism G(R) → Aut Ven (res R). The Venkov module res R is the orthogonal sum of the res S with S an irreducible component of R. Assume now R is irreducible. Canonical representatives for the nonzero elements of res R are given by the so-called minuscule weights of R, that we denote by ̟ i following Bourbaki's conventions [Bou81b] for the indices. A key property is qm(̟ i +Q(R)) = q(̟ i ) (see Table 5 .1). We also have G(R) Remark 5.2. In the case R ≃ D n with n even, some authors (e.g. [CS99] ) identify the Z/2-vector space res R with the finite field F 4 = {0, 1, ω, ω}. Using this identification, the automorphism group of res R, in Ven, is generated by the Frobenius f (x) = x 2 , as well as m(x) = ωx for n = 4 (triality). This is exactly the information actually needed to apply Proposition 3.12 to each coset σW(R) in O(L). We will use information on G(L) given by Venkov [Ven80] and Conway-Sloane [CS99, Table 16 .1] (see also [Ero82] ), such as their order and a composition series. Note that those G(L) are also exactly the umbral groups studied in [CDH14] . 16 We may assume that the decomposition of R as a union of its irreducible components has the form 17
with R i ≃ R j for i = j, and N i ≥ 1 for all i. We have natural decompositions
By (3.2), each G(N i R i ) is naturally isomorphic either to the symmetric group S N i , to the hyperoctahedral group H N i , or to T N i := S 3 ≀S N i in the exceptional
The orders of G 1 (L) and G 2 (L) are given in [CS99, Table 16 .1]. Moreover, the image of G 2 (L) in S N i is always a transitive subgroup for each i.
We denote by η ∈ G(L) the class of the element −id of O(L). It is a central element which does not depend on the choice of I, and satisfies η 2 = 1. Its 15 A root system R is called equi-Coxeter if its irreducible components have the same Coxeter number, then called the Coxeter number of R and denoted h(R). The Coxeter numbers of A n , D n , E 6 , E 7 and E 8 are respectively n + 1, 2n − 2, 12, 18 and 30.
16 Although we will not use it, as this not the information we need, let us mention that the character tables of umbral groups have been listed in the appendix 2 loc. cit. (and computed using GAP).
17 This is a short notation for
is trivial if R i has type A 1 , D 2n , E 7 or E 8 , and equal to the element −1 of G(N i R i ) = H N i otherwise ( §2.1 and Table 5 .1). An inspection of Table [CS99, Table 16 .1] shows that we always have G 1 (L) = η , except in the case R ≃ D 6 4 for which we have G 1 (L) ≃ Z/3 (and η = 1). Notation: A conjugacy class C ⊂ G(R) has the form i C i where C i is a conjugacy class in G i = G(N i R i ). So C is uniquely determined by the collection (t i ) where t i is the type of C i : a partition of N i in the case G i = S N i , a couple of partitions as in §2.3 in the case G i = H N i , and similarly a triple of partitions in the case G i = T N i . In this last case, and as in §2.3, we use the sequence of symbols · · · i a i i b i i c i · · · to denote the conjugacy class whose elements have a cycle decomposition with a i (resp. b i , c i ) cycles of length i whose i-th power has order 1 (resp. 2, 3), with same conventions as loc.cit.
We now start the description of the G(R)-conjugacy classes of the elements of G(L). In the non trivial cases, we list their type and give the number of elements of any given type divided by |G(L)| (the size of the type):
• R ≃ D 24 , D 16 E 8 , A 24 , A 17 E 7 , A 15 D 9 and A 11 D 7 E 6 . We have G 2 (L) = 1, so G(L) = G 1 (L) = η .
• R ≃ 3E 8 . We have G(R) = S 3 and res R = 0, so G(L) = G(R) = S 3 .
• R ≃ 2D 12 . We have G(R) = H 2 , G 1 (L) = 1 and G 2 (L) = S 2 . We may take for I the subgroup {0, (1, ω), (ω, 1), (ω, ω)} (note q(I) = {0, 2, 3}). For this I, G(L) is the natural subgroup S 2 of H 2 .
• R ≃ D 10 2E 7 . We have G(R) = H 1 × H 2 , G 1 (L) = 1 and G 2 (L) = S 2 . We may take I = {0, (ω, 1, 0), (ω, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1)} (note qm(I) = {0, 2}). So G(L) ≃ Z/2 is generated by the element (ε 1 , (1 2)) of G(R), whose type is (1,2).
• R ≃ 3D 8 . We have G(R) = H 3 , G 1 (L) = 1 and G 2 (L) = S 3 . We may take for I the subgroup generated by the S 3 -orbit of (1, 1, ω) (it contains (0, ω, ω), (ω, ω, ω) and we have |I| = 8 and qm(I) = {0, 2, 3}). For this I, G(L) is the natural subgroup S 3 of H 3 .
• R ≃ 2A 12 . We have G(R) = H 2 , η = −1 and G 2 (L) = S 2 . We may take I = a ≃ Z/13 with a = (1, 5) (note qm(I) = {0, 2, 3}). The order 4 element σ = ε 1 (1 2) of H 2 satisfies σa = −5a, hence generates G(L). The type of the elements of G(L) are thus 1 2 , 1 2 and 2, with respective size 1/4, 1/4 and 1/2. Table 2 .
• R ≃ 4D 6 . We have G(R) = H 4 , G 1 (L) = 1 and G 2 (L) = S 4 . We claim that G(L) does not contain the natural subgroup S 4 of H 4 . Indeed, assume that the Lagrangian I of res R = (res D 6 ) 4 defining L is stable under S 4 . For any x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) ∈ I and any 1 ≤ i = j ≤ 4, we have x + (i j)x in I, hence 2qm(x i + x j ) is either 0 or an integer ≥ 2.
This forces x i + x j = 0 by • R ≃ 2A 9 D 6 . We have G(R) = H 2 × H 1 , η = (−1, 1) and G 2 (L) = S 2 × S 1 . We may take for I the subgroup generated by the elements a = (2, 4, 0), b = (5, 0, ω) and c = (0, 5, ω), of respective orders 5, 2 and 2 (check qm(I) = {0, 2, 3}). Observe that I is stable by the element σ = (ε 2 (1 2), −1) of G(R): we have σ(a) = (4, −2, 0) = 2a, σ(b) = (0, −5, ω) = c and σ(c) = (5, 0, ω) = b. This shows G(L) = σ ≃ Z/4, the types of its elements being (1 2 , 1), (1 2 , 1) and (2, 1), with respective size 1/4, 1/4 and 1/2.
• R ≃ 3A 8 . We have G(R) = H 3 , η = −1 and G 2 (L) = S 3 . By Proposition 2.8, G(L) is H 3 -conjugate to the subgroup {±1} · S 3 of H 3 .
• R ≃ 2A 7 2D 5 . We have G(R) = H 2 × H 2 , η = (−1, −1) and G 2 (L) = S 2 × S 2 . We may take for I the subgroup generated by the elements a = (1, 1, 1, 2) and b = (1, −1, 2, 1) of order 8 (check qm(I) = {0, 2, 3}). Note that I is stable under σ 1 = ((1 2), ε 2 ) and σ 2 = (ε 2 , (1 2)): we have σ 1 (a) = a, σ 1 (b) = (−1, 1, 2, 3) = −b, and σ 2 exchanges a and b. This shows G(L) = σ 1 , σ 2 (dihedral of order 8), with types (1 2 , 1 2 ), (1 2 , 1 2 ) of size 1/8, and types (2, 1 1), (1 1, 2) and (2, 2) of size 1/4.
• R ≃ 4A 6 . We have G(R) = H 4 , η = −1 and |G 2 (L)| = 12. So G(L) is a central extension of G 2 (L) = Alt 4 by Z/2. It has an injective morphism to GL(I) = GL 2 (Z/7) (same argument as for 4E 6 ): this is a non split extension. By Remark 2.9, the types of the elements of G(L) follow thus from Table 2 : they are 1 4 , 1 4 , 2 2 , 1 3 and 1 3, with respective sizes 1/24, 1/24, 1/4, 1/3 and 1/3.
• R ≃ 6D 4 . We have G(R) = T 6 , |G 1 (L)| = 3 and G 2 (L) = S 6 . We identify res D 4 with F 4 as in Remark 5.2. Following Conway and Sloane, I is an hexacode in F 6 4 . By [CS99, §11.2], we may choose for I the F 4 -vector space generated by the K-orbit of (ω, ω, ω, ω, ω, ω), where K is the subgroup of Alt 6 preserving {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6}}. For this choice, G(L) contains K and G 1 (L) is generated by the element (m, m, m, m, m, m) of Aut Z/2 (F 4 ) 6 = (S 3 ) 6 . Two other elements of G(L) are for instance (f, f, f, f, f, f )(12) and (1, 1, 1, 1, m 2 , m)(1 2 3) (for the latter, recall that (ω, ω, ω, ω, 1, 1) is in I). As K, (1 2) and (1 2 3) generate S 6 , a straightforward computation allows to list the types of the elements of G(L): we obtain • R ≃ 4A 5 D 4 . We have G(R) = H 4 × T 1 , η = (−1, 1) and G 2 (L) = S 4 × S 1 . We identify res D 4 with F 4 as in Remark 5.2. The first projection pr 1 : G(L) → H 4 is injective, and its image H(L) is a central extension of S 4 by Z/2. By Proposition 2.8, H(L) is either conjugate to {±1}×S 4 or to the group GL 2 (Z/3) embeded as in Example 2.2. By [CS99, §11.2], we may take for I the subgroup generated by the σ-orbit of a = (2, 0, 2, 4, 0) and b = (3, 3, 0, 0, w), where σ = ((2 3 4), m). In order to determine H(L) it is enough to find the unique ±v ∈ {±1} 4 such that v(1 2) ∈ H(L). Note that 2I is the Z/3-vector space generated by (2, 0, 2, 4, 0) and (2, 4, 0, 2, 0). We deduce v = ±(1, 1, 1, −1): we have G(L) ≃ H(L) ≃ GL 2 (Z/3). On the other hand, the second projection pr 2 : G(L) → T 1 is trivial on η hence factors through a morphism µ : S 4 → S 3 . We have σ ∈ G(L) and pr 2 (σ) = m has order 3: µ is "the" classical surjective morphism from S 4 to S 3 . The types of G(L) are thus immediately deduced from Table 2 .
• R ≃ 6A 4 . We have G(R) = H 6 , η = −1 and G 2 (L) is a transitive subgroup of S 6 of order 120, so G 2 (L) is isomorphic to S 5 and G(L) is a central extension of S 5 by Z/2 in H 6 . We claim that G(L) does not contain the triple transposition τ = (12) (34) (56). But the nondegenerate conic a 2 + b 2 + c 2 = 0 in (Z/5) 3 contains all those vectors: we have dim Z/5 I + ≤ 1. A similar argument shows dim Z/5 I − ≤ 1. This is a contradiction as I = I + ⊕ I − has dimension 3, hence the claim. By Proposition 2.10 and the discussion after this proposition, G(L) is H 6 -conjugate to the image of the map (2.2). The type of its elements are thus given by Table 3 .
• R ≃ 8A 3 . We have G(R) = H 8 , η = −1 and |G 2 (L)| = 1344. In this case, I ⊂ res R = (Z/4) 8 is a so-called octacode [CS99] . The subgroup C := I/2I a Hamming code in res R ⊗ Z/2 = (Z/2) 8 and G 2 (L) is the automorphism group of this code. In particular, C is included in the hyperplane H of (Z/2) 8 defined by i x i = 0 and V := H/C is a hyperplane in the 4-dimensional Z/2-vector space W := (Z/2) 8 /C. The (easy) theory of Hamming codes shows that the map ι : {1, . . . , 8} → W, sending j to the class of the canonical basis element δ j of (Z/2) 8 , is injective with image an affine hyperplane under V , and identifies G 2 (L) with the affine group of {1, . . . , 8} for this affine structure. In particular, G 2 (L) is isomorphic to GA 3 (Z/2) = (Z/2) 3 ⋊ GL 3 (Z/2). To go further we choose some I: following [CS99, Table  16 .1] we take the subgroup generated by the c-orbit of the element (3, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1) where c is the 7-cycle (2 3 4 5 6 7 8) (we have qm(I) = {0, 2, 3, 4}). With this choice of I, we have c ∈ G(L) and checks that τ = (3 4 6)(5 8 7) and σ = ε 3 ε 6 ε 7 ε 8 (2 3)(4 5 6 8) lie in G(L) as well. The images in G 2 (L) of 1, c, c −1 , τ, σ and σ 2 are representatives of the conjugacy classes of the stabilizer G 2 (L) 1 of 1 in {1, . . . , 8}, with resp. sizes 1/168, 1/7, 1/7, 1/3, 1/4 and 1/8 (recall G 2 (L) 1 ≃ GL 3 (Z/2)). But c, τ and σ belong to the stabilizer G(L) 1 of 1 ∈ {±1} 8 in G(L): the natural map G(L) → G 2 (L) induces an isomorphism G(L) 1 ∼ → G 2 (L) 1 . An inspection of C shows that the translation by the class of δ 1 − δ 2 in V is the element (1 2) (3 7) (4 5) (6 8) of S 8 . One deduces from these information representatives of the conjugacy classes of G(L): their types are gathered in Table 6 . type 1 8 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 4 2 4 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 4 4 2 4 2 2 6 1 7 1 7 size Table 8 .
Comparison with the output of Algorithm B. For each of the 23 root systems R above, we verified that the types and sizes of the G(R)-conjugacy 18 That such an exercise is possible follows from the following fact: if we have an equality of polynomials 1) and Lemma 3.3). 19 An alternative way to proceed is to use the description of 2.M 12 given by Hall in [Hal62] , as the automorphism group of a 12 × 12 Hadamard matrix (a subgroup of H 12 ). Using the 4 generators given by Hall loc. cit., and applying GAP's ConjugacyClasses algorithm to the permutation group on 24 letters they generate, we confirm and studies the restriction of W λ to the index two subgroup SO(n) ⊂ O(n) in Chap. V.9 & VII.9. We may assume λ is n-positive. There are two cases: (i) λ = ass(λ). The restriction of W λ to SO(n) is then irreducible with highest weight i≤n/2 λ i ε i , using the classical notations of Bourbaki [Bou81b, Pl. IV]. Moreover, the natural action of O(n)/SO(n) = Z/2 on the highest weight lines of W λ is trivial (and non trivial on those of W ass(λ) ⊗ C).
(ii) λ = ass(λ). This forces n ≡ 0 mod 2 and λ n/2 > 0. The restriction of W λ to SO(n) is then the sum of the two irreducible representations, conjugate under O(n), with highest weights ±λ n/2 ε n/2 + n/2−1 i=1 λ i ε i .
A. 3 Character formulas
Weyl gives a determinantal formula for the character of W λ in [Weyl46, Theorem 7.9.A]. Contrary to the standard so-called Weyl character formula, which applies to any connected compact Lie groups, that formula equally applies to elements in any of the two connected components 21 of O(n). Assume g is in O(n) and write det(1 − tg) −1 = i∈Z p i t i in Z[[t]] (so p i = 0 for i < 0). Weyl shows loc. cit. that for any n-permissible partitions λ we have (1.2) Trace(g ; W λ ) = det (p λ i −i+j − p λ i −i−j ) 1≤i,j≤λ * 1 . If we write det(1 + tg) = i∈Z e i t i (so e i = 0 for i < 0 or i > n), and set δ 1 = 0 and δ j = 1 for j > 1, then [KT87, Theorem 2.3.3 (6)] implies Remark A. 4. In the case λ 1 =0, or equivalently |λ| = 0 or λ is the empty diagram, then W λ is the trivial representation and both determinants above are indeed 1 by convention. Moreover, the formula e n−i = (det g)e i for i ∈ Z shows that the determinant on the right-hand side of (1.3) is multiplied by det g if λ is replaced by ass(λ) (it amounts to multiply by det g the first line of the matrix inside the determinant), in agreement with Formula (1.1).
Appendix B. An asymptotic formula
Proposition B. 1. Let L be a lattice in the Euclidean space R n and λ an n-permissible partition with |λ| ≡ 0 mod 2. Then we have
Proof. As we have λ → ∞ we may assume λ is positive and λ [n/2] > 0. Denote by V λ the irreducible constituent of (W λ ) |SO(n) with highest weight
. If n is even, then (W λ ) |SO(n) is the direct sum of V λ and of its outer conjugate V ′ λ , and W λ is induced from V λ : we have thus W 
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